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Crop Conditions for 6/12/17

Past Weeks Rainfall None

Soil Moisture Normal to below normal

Temperature Above Average

Crop Progress Early growth

Corn Soybeans

Crop Stage V5-V6;  12-18 inches tall Crop Stage V1-V2 2-6 inches tall

Yield Potential Average Yield Potential Average

Corn Market Soybean Market

Current Prices $3.29 Current Prices $8.71

Next Fall Prices $3.47 Oct 2017 Next Fall Prices $8.62 Oct 2017

Past Weeks Trend Higher Past Weeks Trend Higher
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Grant

Comments
We could really use some rain very soon!  The sudden change from cold and wet to hot and dry has helped
farmers finish planting and replanting but we have now gone from wondering when it will stop raining to wondering
when it will rain again.  Fields southeast of Storm Lake have gone over 2 weeks without any significant moisture
and temperatures are now above average with daytime highs going into the 90’s.

Corn is growing rapidly with the warmer weather but is now starting to show some signs of moisture stress.  The
above average temps combined with windy conditions have taken most of the moisture out of the top 3-4 inches of
soil.  There is plenty of moisture deeper in the soil profile but the corn roots are going to need to grow vertically to
reach it.  Up until recently, corn roots have had more than adequate moisture within the top few inches of soil. 
Post emerge herbicide applications will be finished up by the end of this week unless we are held up by rain.

Soybeans have all emerged but some fields planted just before the last significant rain had trouble breaking
through a surface crust, causing lower stand counts.  Luckily soybeans are very good at compensating for lower
plant populations and still yielding about the same as a full stand.

Applications of post emergence herbicide on soybeans will be delayed as long as possible due to the small size of
the plants.  The ideal situation is for the weeds to be small enough for the herbicide to be 100% effective when the
application occurs and the soybeans will shade the rows shortly afterward to help control any later germinating
weeds.  We rarely get that ideal situation.  Most herbicide applications will need to be made soon to keep weeds
from growing too large to be controlled.  Fields will need to be watched closely this year to make sure there are
not any more flushes of weeds later in the summer needing attention.

Markets traded mostly higher last week as traders began putting some weather premium into the market.  The
problem with weather markets is they can go down just as fast as they went up.  June of 2016 was a very good
example of how quickly a weather market can end as 3 weeks of gain was lost in 5 days.

 

                    

Later planted corn at about V4 stage             Current soybean size

Grant Aschinger

5-30-17

5-10-17

4-27-17
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Crop Update Archives – Please click on the links below to view the 2016 pdf’s or click the green button for our
Southeast Archives page

Southeast Crop Conditions Archives
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